
A tubular aluminum frame surrounds the ROV to
protect it when working in hazardous environments.
The cage easily attaches and detaches from the ROV.

G,M,PG,DS

There are a variety of options available for the
SeaOtter and SeaLion ROVS. These options give the ROV
a tremendous amount of versatility. With a few different
options, your JWF ROV can perform many different tasks.
Adding options to your ROV enhances it's capabilities and
increases the value you can offer your customers.

Some options are field installable on your ROV,
others are not.  Check with JWF before ordering your
system.

SeaOtter and SeaLion Options

The on screen display control box connects directly to  the ROV's
color monitor and your GPS system to display, time, date, and the
boat's GPS position on the video monitor.  The additional sensors
allow display of the ROV's  compass heading, it's depth, and the
water temperature.
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET AVAILABLE
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Essential  parts to make field repairs on your ROV
system.  The kit includes complete thruster assembly,
spare dome, two replacement light bulbs, light hous-
ing, two legs, assorted O-rings and hardware.

A large, easy-to-read 3 digit LCD display shows the ROV's
compass heading from 000-359 degrees. The compass
heading is not shown on-screen.

ON SCREEN DISPLAY

The single function manipulator with open/close claw
makes your ROV more than just an underwater eye.  Pick
up light weight samples from the ocean floor, bring a line
down to mark a wreck, or carry an acoustic beacon to a
dive site.  The arm is constructed of corrosive proof PVC.
A switch on the top-side control box activates a servo
motor to open the claw.
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UNDERWATER BULKHEAD
CONNECTORS

COMPASS WITH TOPSIDE DISPLAY

BASIC SPARE PARTS KITALUMINUM CRASH CAGE

Underwater connectors
allow the umbilical cable
to be disconnected from
the ROV for easier
handling.

RMD-1
METAL DETECTOR

The RMD-1 attaches to your ROV and
makes it a roving metal detector. Find
buried pipes, cables, anchors, etc., quickly
and easily with the RMD-1. TECHNICAL
DATA SHEET AVAILABLE
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